Supplementary materials
Replicate spectra (designated A and B) were generated for each sample according to the methods described in section 2.6 of the manuscript. The B sample profiles were used to make a spectral database against which the A sample spectra were screened. Best and second best matches for each sample are presented below: Result: the best matches are all against the same strain. This means that the strains are all slightly different from each other in terms of their spectra. The scores are all very high (above 2.3) so these are high-confidence matches and indicate that the spectra are all of high quality.
The second best matches are all above 2.3 except for one. This means that most of the samples are very similar except for sample E152003, which only just scrapes in as a green match above 2.0. This suggests that sample E152003 is less closely related to the others. From the above, E152003 is the spectrum that stands out as not having another strain that is very closely related to it. E152004 and E152005 are very similar to each other and E152002 and E152006 are very similar to each other but E152004 is very dissimilar to E152002 and to E152006 so this argues for two somewhat separate groupings (E152004 and E152005) and (E152002 and E152006), with E152001 most closely related to the (E152002 and E152006) grouping, with E152003 as a relative outlier.
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